
“ONOMA” is the greek 
word for “name” 

ONOMA is totally you,
in a hotel version.

#iamwhatiam

Personalised smart living



Here,
at ONOMA Hotel
smart easy-going lux 
meets digital heaven.

#iamwhatiam
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rooms
It feels like home, but even better!
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The room
Smart, easy-going lux meets digital heaven. Our rooms are the centre stage of our 
philosophy and take modern comforts to a whole new level. The room unlocks with 
your smart phone. A tablet controller manages room ambience by modifying lights 
and temperature, by arranging wake up alarms and by contacting room service.
A phone ghost charger is by the bed. All rooms get upgraded into experience areas 
with rock, wine, fitness, design and 10 more concepts.

ROOMS

83
ready to WELCOME
you and ONLY you

BEDS

164
super comfortable
beds to rest



Travel smart is the new black.

Pat yourself on the back for finding 

the ideal room for a business stay 

or for whatever reason you like. It is 

packed with all essential comforts 

and it is cool and enjoyable to live 

in. Its smart price is yet another 

uplifting element.

1-2 guests
18 sq.m
double bed

Smart Name
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We are sure you have a 

nickname. Now you also have 

a super marvelous room high in 

comfort and personality that fits 

you so well just like your nickname. 

Perfect for easy breezy stay, the 

room offers a quite setting for self 

reflection or fun.

The room is mobility accessible.

1-2 guests
21 sq.m
double bed
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Nickname



Your first name is who you are. 

This room understands you so 

well, like you've been introduced. 

Spacious with double-twin beds, 

with all amenities and comforts that 

a modern day traveler needs.

A true personalised experience

just for you.

2 guests
20-22 sq.m
double-twin bed
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First name



Your big name is a fine metaphor for our big, modern, cozy, comfy, super functional room.

With lots of space available for you to be yourself, use it to chill out, work, play, connect,

have a great shower and get ready to discover the city's hidden treasures.

max 3 guests
22-24 sq.m
double-twin bed

Surname
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Your social feed will love this room. Use it as your setting for new experiences.

Its contemporary spirit is a mood changer, with chic spaces that you can use however you 

like. Consider it as your own personal kingdom of cool modern lux with a big digital heart. 

max 3 guests
25 sq.m
king size double bed

Full name
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For all you hyper-connected and tech savvy moms, dads and kids, we have created a 

room that feels like home, only better. This room has a king size double bed and a super cute 

bunk bed plus comfortable living spaces and fun details. Enjoy.

max 4 guests
25 sq.m
king size double bed
& bunk bed

Family name
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Now that's a reason to spoil yourself bigtime. Located on the seventh floor, this spacious 

room has its own balcony with spectacular views of the city or sea.

Have your vegan latte under a sky of blue and reflect on your good luck to be here.

max 3 guests
25 sq.m
king size double bed

Surname 
C-view
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Your cell phone opens the door and you enter a suite that recognizes 

and incorporates all your desires. Digital affluence, generosity of space, 

abundance of amenities. You are the creator of your experiences 

and this suite stands as your ally and facilitator.

max 3 guests
33 sq.m
king size double bed

Signature 
Suite
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A great view can change 

everything. Especially if you 

experience it from your own 

balcony. Looking over Thermaikos 

Gulf this suite is the epitome 

of relaxed lux. Comfort, style, 

connectivity. The perfect set to 

create your own story and live it 

fully, your way.

max 3 guests
30 sq.m
king size double bed
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Autograph 
Suite



Totally 
adapted to 

you

#iamwhatiam



Even if you don't play basketball, here you'll want to give it a chance. 

On the half floor of ONOMA you must visit the most colorful 

history of the hotel and make history or create a story.

Beautiful, photogenic and painted by local Street Artist Argiri Ser, 

our basketball court is waiting for you to discover it, alone, with 

friends, with partners for the most subversive team building or even 

for shoots with +1.
Basketball

Court

#BasketballCourt



Events & 
Meetings
Events like home!
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Homework Meeting & Event Facilities

• Superfast internet access, scanning, printing 
• Free Wi-Fi access in all areas 
• Natural lighting with blackout options
• Soundproof separating panels 
• Smart TV & AV equipment
• Technical support during preparation / set up 
• Speaker Panel & Podium
• Laptop / Moveable lectern 
• Hybrid Events 
• Registration area ( upon request) 
• Notepads and pens Hotel Branded
      (upon request with extra charge)
• Panel with microphone (upon request)
• Speaker's podium on a stage (upon request)

It feels like home but even better. 

"Homework" is the perfect flexible, 

multipurpose venue setting for 

contemporary out of the box meetings, 

conferences, social receptions, 

partiesand get- togethers. With a 

stylish home-like decor, flooded with 

natural light, surrounded by homey 

objects, any event becomes exciting 

and un-boring.

"Homework" can be modified and 

adapted to host from a few people to 

the crowd of your dreams.

Homework
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Your day,
your party, 
your way!
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that we have decided to propose something alternative and 

fresh. Original atmospheres with indoor outdoor venues that 

are flexible, and services that really pop up.

For starters, the hotel entrance is made of led screens welcoming 

you and your guests with favourite photos, art or messages.

What an entrance for the couple and what a treasure for the 

wedding social feed.

Setting your event here, 

makes you popular for many 

more reasons. Choose 

"Homework" venue for a feeling 

of celebrating in a down-town 

loft, with home inspired design 

objects and furniture. Or go 

straight to the top and impress 

guests with epic views on our 

"Cloud" Roof Top Bar with 

stunning 360° vistas of the 

city and three available party 

spaces by the pool.



Creativity and bonding are boosted 

in easy and relaxed atmospheres. 

This homely feeling is communicated 

through the ambiance in all of our 

venues in spaces that can be 

usedseparately or joined together for 

larger gatherings.

Brainstorm your thoughts with partners at 
the "Library". Discuss your business scheme 
and ideas at the "Living Room". Take a 
coffee or lunch break at the "Dining Room", a 
cocktail at the "Cloud" roof top bar and don’t 
miss the opportunity to unwind at the "Ball 
Pit Fun Room". And never forget. We take 
customization very personally.

All our venues are backed by top notch 
technology with all tech gadgets you will 
need for a meeting session, a presentation, 
a conference. Gourmet snacks, lunch and 
cocktails can be arranged for any event.

Corporate 
events,

boring #not
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In the contemporary business reality, traditional hotel settings are outdated and uninspiring.

We have changed that with spaces that have a fresh personality

and can inspire innovation in plans and ideas.

Consider the whole hotel as your working 

space with lots of different areas to use 

separately or combine for greater impact.

Use the creative vibes of the “Library” to 

organise new and original business meeting 

experiences, the relaxing aura of the "Living 

Room" for discussions and exchange of 

ideas, the "Dining Room" for coffee or lunch 

breaks and the 360° vistas of the "Cloud" 

roof top bar for discovering new points of 

view.

Upcoming 
meetings for 

big ideas
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Catering 

• Coffee Break
• Afternoon Break
• Lunch
• Dinner

(all catering served in the meeting 
room is individually wrapped)
Our team's proposal: 
Superfoods, snacks and 
nourishing smoothies will give 
you the energy you need to power 
through any meeting.

Ball Pit Room
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as fun and exciting. Use this space as a new way to conduct business 

away from business and add a certain free spirit to any meeting 

background. The colourful balls operate as a great mood lifter. 

Take games and playing very seriously when it comes to bonding and 

releasing stress. Use the "Ball Pit Room" as the playful backdrop for 

even the most important get togethers, and show to all participating 

new ways of building meaningful relations.



Use the creative vibes of the “Library” to organise business meeting 

experiences far more original and unexpected that the ones you are 

used to. This is the place where the next big idea is born.

Library
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Comfortable couches and laid back furniture are signaling the 

new way of conducting business meetings. No more boring frigid 

spaces but home-like atmosphere that unlocks the best potential in 

everyone.

Living Room
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Catch up with your business partners in the perfect ambience of your 

“Dining Room”. A U-shape innovative style will be your “table” where 

inspiration, creation and innovation will be your key points.

At ONOMA, we are ready to serve you any time you wish!

Dining Room
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After all those Zoom calls, we know a face-to-face 

meeting is all you want right now. “Boardroom” 

revamps the traditional business setting 

with an energetic space designed to spark 

imagination and set minds racing.

Boardroom
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Inspired by the vast openness of the virtual digital place called 

cloud, our roof top bar is directly connected to the open skies with 

spectacular 360° views of the city.

A perfect garden setting for open air conferences and 

business meetings, it offers three connected spaces for mingling 

and a telescope for gazing at the stars.
Cloud Roof 

Top Bar
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#CloudBar



F&B
outlets
That is why we are here, to whet your appetite.
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We appreciate and support street art as an expression of current 

local culture. The Street Art Bar is dedicated to this urban trend 

featuring murals of the best local street artists. The bar is a great 

spot to meet up with some of them and enjoy drinks and inspired 

cocktails. We are street art friendly and we love to feature 

works of art in all of our spaces.

• customized cocktails
• great wine selection by the glass
• classic coffee recipes
• infused coffees
• specialty coffees
• street art installation by Cacao Rock
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Street Art Bar

#TheStreetArtBar



• street & comfort food selections
• vegan & vegetarian options
• Sunday Brunch Buffet
• Option to share
   or discover by own-self
• High quality products
• Amazing breakfast experience
• Secret Garden Serving Area
• Open cuisine

Food that makes us feel good. This is the moto that drives our 

culinary expeditions in the Good Mood Food Restaurant.

Local chefs that are recognised for their excellence offer to our 

guests a comfort food menu created with passion and exceptional 

ingredients. Gluten free and vegan dishes are here for guests that 

follow a plant-based, healthier diet.
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Good Mood Food
Restaurant

#GoodMoodFood

#SecretGarden



• customized cocktails
• great wine selection by the glass
• classic coffee recipes
• infused coffees
• specialty coffees
• pool access
• stunning views
   (front view: Mt Olympus
   & back view: Heptapyrgion)

Any event is elevated at the Cloud Roof Top Bar. Inspired by 

the vast openness of the digital data place called cloud, Cloud 

Roof Top Bar connects its users with some of the most spectacular 

360° views of the city. With three connected spaces and a pool, in 

a garden scenery, enjoy the perfect setting for your wedding, social 

gathering or business event.
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Cloud Roof
Top Bar

#CloudBar



24 Monastiriou str. P.C. 54629

Thessaloniki, Greece

Tel.: +30 2314 423 300

E-mail: info@onomahotel.com

Reservations

E-mail: reservations@anatoliahospitality.com

#Πentrance
And when you see it, you know that 
you ‘re at the right place.#NowYouKnow


